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ABSTKACT 
The hyperpower method is generalized by inseting an idempotent matrix P. It is 
shown that most of the iterations that can be used for computing generalized inverses 
can be recast in this form by suitable choice of the idempotent, the limit, or the initial 
values. The convergence behavior of B”’ is analyzed and the results are applied to 
give a detailed investigation of this iteration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The hyperpower method was originally introduced by Ben Israel [l]. It 
was based on Schultz’s method [IO], and was investigated by numerous 
authors [4, 5, 9-151. 
In this note we shall examine the related basic iteration 
?-r(q) : Xk+l = Xk( I + R, + ... +Rp), R, = P( I --AX,), (1.1) 
with P2 = P, k = 0, 1,. . . , and A and X, arbitrary. This iteration is 
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obtained from the hyperpower method by inserting an extra idempotent 
matrix P into the residual I - AX. 
Associated with this type of hyperpower iteration is an auxiliary iteration 
r defined by 
T:yk+l = Y, + Y()S,, S, = P( Z - AY,) with P2 = P, 
which in turn, can be used to investigate the iteration rr(q). A second way of 
introducing P is to use the residual R, = P - AX,, with A and X, arbitrary. 
The associated iteration E(q) can often be reduced to r(q) by making a 
suitable substitution such as replacing R, by R)k = PR,, or by selecting 
special values for P and R,. In particular, in all known applications of C(q), 
P and X, are selected such that PR, = R, for all k, ensuring that C(q) 
eventually does collapse to r(q), which will telescope for arbitrary values of 
the parameters P, A, and R,. When C(q) does not reduce to m(q), it gives 
rise to a nonlinear iteration, which may exhibit such unpleasant features as 
bifurcations and unstable limit points and has numerous open questions 
associated with it. 
We shall only be concerned with a theoretical investigation of r(q) and 
T, and leave a numerical discussion to a later date. 
For the basic iteration n-(q), there are several questions that have to be 
answered, such as: When does it converge? Given convergence what is P? 
Given convergence, what is the limit L? 
When dealing with any type of iteration, the aim generally is to give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the iteration to converge and then 
investigate the limit. In this type of iteration there are three input parameters 
P, A, and X, at our disposal, as well as two output parameters, L = X, = 
lim K+m X, and R, = lim R,. Because of this large number we generally 
prescribe one or more of these parameters at the start. It is then the interplay 
between the remaining parameters that will determine the behavior of R, 
and X, as k + 00 and vice versa. In this paper we shall only attempt to study 
this in depth for r(q). 
The hyperpower method with P = Z was analyzed by Tanabe [13], and 
ou: results will include his, and correct the stated convergence behavior of 
B” . 
Throughout this paper all our matrices will be complex, and the range, 
rowspace, rank, spectrum, and spectral radius of a matrix are respectively 
denoted by: R(e), RS(.), rk(*), A(.), and p(.>. The distinct singular values are 
as usual denoted by ui > a2 > ... > a, > 0. 
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We shall use the notation of [4] and use A”,j.--.. k, to denote any solution 
to the ith, jth,..., and kth equations from among the following: 
(1) AXA = A, 
(2) XAX = x, 
(3) ( AX)* = AX, 
(4) tXA1* = XA, 
(5) AX = XA. 
We shall replace A (‘I b the more standard notation A-, and shorten A” ” y 
to A+ and A(1.2.3.4) to At. We shall respectively refer to these as an inner 
inverse, a reflexive inverse, and the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. The Drazin 
inverse AD on the other hand is the unique solution to the equations (2), (5), 
and AkXA = Ak for some k > 0. When k = 0 or 1, the latter is referred to 
as the group inverse of A, and is denoted by A#. As usual, similarity will be 
denoted by = . 
A general eigenvalue of A will be denoted by h(A), and its index b! 
ind(h). Throughout this note 4 remains a fixed positive integer, and (,$, = (x; 
x ” = 1) denotes the set of all M th roots of unity. A k X k Jordan block with 
eigenvalue (Y will be denoted by Ilk. F or two subsets S and T of of @ w(~ 
denote the set {.~t; s E S, t E T} by S . T. 
2. HYPERPOWER ITERATION--PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For convenience let us define the geometric sum F(n) = Cy= o Ri,, and 
not distinguish between the statements that .rr(y> converges and that XL 
converges. 
LEMMA 1. Let {X,} and (8,) h e se y uer1ce.s of rnntricrs defined hy tlif, 
iteration (1.1). Then for k = 0, I, . . . , 
x, = x,,@qk - l), (2.h) 
R, = ( H())‘C (2.11)) 
Proof. We shall prove @la) and @lb) simultaneously by induction on 
k. The results obviously hold for k = 0, so let us assume that (2.1) holds fog 
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some k > 0. Then 
X k+l = x,(z + R, + 0.. +IY-1) 
= X,.qqk - l)(Z + R$ + Z+ + *** +Z$-“4”) 
= Lqqk+’ - l), 
since the terms link up exactly, and (q - l)qk + qk - 1 = qkt ’ - 1. Next 
observe that Rk+l = P - Pmk+r = Z’ - Z’AX,s?(qk+’ - 1) = Z’ - P(Z - 
R”P?(qk+ l - 1) = P[Z - (I - R,)S’(qkf’ - 111 = P(R,F+’ = (RJ@+l, 
as PR, = R,. ??
Because of the close connection between Xk and Rk , our next aim will be 
to simplify the expression for X, and to investigate the convergence behavior 
of Bqk and relate it to the spectral component 2, = Z - (I - BXZ - BjD 
associated with the unit eigenvalue. This we now undertake. 
First we observe that if RS( X,) c RS(Z - R,), say X0 = T(Z - R,), 
then Xk collapses to Xk = T( Z - RIL) for all k = 0, 1, . , . . The converse 
clearly also holds: simply set k = 0. Of special interest is the case where 
(I - R,)# exists, which actually is necessary for the convergence of Xk. 
Needless to say, this will allow a considerable simplification. For convenience 
we write W for Z - R, and abbreviate Z,(, to 2, = Z - WW’. Now if 
RS(X,) c RS(W ), i.e. if X,Z, = 0, then we may take T = X,W# and Xk 
telescopes to 
X, = X,W#(Z - Hz"), k = o,l, . . . . (2.2) 
in which case X,Z, = 0 for these values of k. Again the converse is clear. 
On the other hand the existence of a group inverse ensures several 
fundamental identities which will be used throughout. The first of these is the 
following. 
LEMMA 2. Zf W = Z - R, has a group inverse, MR, = R, M, and 
X,Z, = 0, then the following are equivalent: 
T = X,W#( Z - M), (2.3a) 
TW = X,( Z - 111) and TZ,, = 0. (2.3b) 
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Pro& If T = X,W#(Z - RI) then Tw = X,W#W(Z - M) = X,,(I - 
M >. Conversely, TZ, = 0 implies that T = 7WW# = X,(Z - M >W# = 
X,,W#(l - M). ??
Let us now turn to the question of convergence. Consider B E a=,,.,,. It 
is well known that limk ‘p Bk exists, possibly nonzero, precisely when for 
each A E A( B) 
either IAl < 1 or A( B) = 1 with ind[ A( R)] = 1, (2.4) 
in which case lim Bk = B, = ZR = I - (I - B)(I - B>#, which is idem- 
potent. 
The key to our iteration study is the following generalization of this 
convergence result. 
THEOREM 1. Let B E @,,X ,, and y > 2. Then 
(i) Bfr4 converges as N + x ifs for each A E R(B) either 1 Al < 1 or 
A” = 1 with ind( A) = 1, in which case the limit is idempntent. 
(ii) B’f ’ converges as N + m ifl f or each A E h(B) either IAl < 1 or 
A”/ “Ye = 1 with ind( A) = 1, f or some large integer 37 = Z( B, (I>, in which 
caw tJw limit is y-potent. 
Proof. (i): Let A E h(B), so that A” E A( B”). Now from (2.4) we know 
that B”’ = (B”)” converges if and only if 
I/\( B”)I < 1 or A( B’f) = 1 with ind[ A( B”)] = 1. 
The former is equivalent to \A( B)I < 1, while the latter is equivalent to 
Jk(a)‘I = 1, where a = A(B). I r1 other words, A - a divides A” - 1, which 
can only hold if k = 1 and a” = 1. 
(ii): Consider next the difference equation 
U.v+ 1 = (q,)” with (‘0 = n 
and wit\ y > 2. We wish to investigate the convergence of the solution 
~1,~ = (IV . Now if (a,> converges to 2, then P=Y’ and thus _P= 0 or 
2” ’ = 1, i.e., _Y= 0 or _YE <,,__, = (1, w, w2 ,..., w”~“}, where w = 
exp[27ri/(q - l)]. Cl early a, tends to zero iff Ial < 1, and diverges for 
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]a] > I. So we only need to examine the behavior on the unit circle Ial = 1. 
In fact it suffices to consider the case _P= 1. We claim that aN + 1 iff 
UN = 1 for sufficiently large N. Indeed, suppose aN + 1, and let E > 0 
be small such that E < ]e “i/Y - I]. B Y the convergence, there exists N, 
such that ]a, - 11 < E for all N 2 N,. Now let b = uN, = d’“. Then 
lbqL - 11 < E for all k = 0, 1,. . . . Since Ial = 1, we have b = eia for some 
real (Y. Moreover by the continuity of eix we may replace cr by (real> P, 
where 0 < I p I < 6 and S is small. Without loss of generality let 0 < P < 6. 
We shall show that p must actually be zero. Indeed, if this is not so, then the 
sequence /3, q /3, q’@, . . . is increasing, and thus there is a k E N such that 
4kp < n-/q while 9 k+ ‘p > n/q. Hence for this k, T 2 qk+@ > r/q. Now 
observe that ]eiB - 11 = 2]sin(8/2)] is a monotone increasing function on 
[0, ~1 and consequently 
E > Iby’+’ - 11 = I,ih”’ - 11 > IeiT/Y - 11 > E, 
which is a contradiction. Thus p = 0 and aN = 1 for all N > N,. 
If, on the other hand, a,,, +_!3 z 1, let b, = a&- ‘. Then b,, 1 = (bN)Y 
and b, -+29-l = 1. Hence by the above result we may conclude that 
b, = 1 for all N > N,. This means that uN =_!3 for all N > N,,. Indeed, 
recall that if ]u - 01 < E and u9-I = gyp1 # 0, then u must equal o. 
Let us complete this discussion by finding the peripheral set 
,JF = {a; ]a] = 1, uN converges}, 
that is, the set of actual allowable values of a on the unit circle, for which 
convergence takes place. 
Suppose aq ’ -+u=w~ withO<r<q-lfixed.Thenbytheabove 
analysis we know that aYh = u = uq” forK:ll N > K = K(r). It necessarily 
follows that a = UD, where u9-i = 1 = vY . In other words, a E &_ 1 ~Kcrj, 
which depends on T, and will be denoted by P(r). Now let 2 = max{$r); 
0 < r < 9 - 1) and A4 = (g - 1)94 Then for each 0 < T < 9 - 1, vq ’ = 
1, which implies that v 9 = 1 and thus J? G IJ T(T) c c9_r 6,~. Con- 
versely, if a has the form a = UV, where u E &_, and v E +r, then 
a73 = u9sv9J = u, and hence uq\’ converges to u. This means that .P = 
&;- 1 +. Next recall that if gcd( p, 9) = 1, then 
A’” = 1 iff A = uv, where up = 1 = 04. 
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In particular, since gcd(9 - 1, 9) = 1, we may conclude that 
9 = lq-li-q~ = L,f~ where M = ( 9 - 1) 97 (25) 
Suppose now that B’ ’ converges to B,. Considering a Jordan block 
Jk(h), we see that necessarily IAl < 1. If Ih( = 1, it is clear that the sequence 
[~&w” will not converge if k > 1. Hence the indices of these peripheral 
eigenvalues must equal one. The convergence of B”’ is thus determined 1~ 
the convergence of A’/‘. 
Let us conclude by obtaining the actual limiting matrix B,,. Suppose H”’ 
converges. Then there exists an invertible Q such that B = 
Q diadh, H) Qm’, where p( H > < 1 and 12 is diagonal with A, = UZ:. .4s 
above, II E i;,_ , and u E {,,y. We now separate the eigcnvalues A = 111; into 
the three classes where: 
(i) 11 = 1 = c, 
(ii) 14 = 1 # c, 
(iii) IL # 1 # 0. 
Clearly A = 1 in case (i), while in case (ii) A’{’ = cc/2 = 1. In the last C;IW 
A’ ’ = 11 ‘I 1 . 
21’1 = I‘# . 
1 f 1, since u E &_ ,. Moreover in this case, 11” = u and tlllls 
for all k > 1. Partitioning B accordingly, we have 
B = Qdiag( I,. F,G, H) Qm’, (2.6) 
wh:re F and G are diagonal a$ for N > 237 w’; have f:” = 1 # fi mtl 
g:’ f 1 # g,. In other words, F” = 1, while G” = R is a fixed diagonal 
matrix for all N a;%: Needless to say, its entries lie in <,,_ , , and 0” ’ = 1. 
This means that for N >S! 
and hence 
B, = Q diag( I,. , I,, 0, 0) Q ’ . 
Moreover, for these values of N, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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Now B,4-’ = Q diag(l,, I,, It, 0) Q-l, which says that B,# exists and Bq = m 
B,, as desired. This completes the proof. W 
Several conclusions can at once now be drawn from (2.6)-(2.9), assuming 
convergence of Bqk. 
First we note that Bj = B, exactly when G is absent, since 0’ # R. This 
in turn is equivalent to B,(Z - B,xZ - B) = 0. These conditions are auto- 
matically satisfied when 4 = 2. 
Second, in the case where the limit vanishes we may state 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let B E C,,,. Then 
Bqk + 0 iff p(B) < 1 iff Bk + 0. 
However the convergence of Bqk does not imply that of Bk, nor that of 
Bqk. Indeed, taking B = - 1, we see that (- l)qk converges for all 4, yet 
(- l)k diverges and (- l)‘/k diverges for odd 9. 
Third, from (2.6) we see that if we construct the sequences 
M, = BcIL and Nk = ( Bq-‘)qk, (2.10) 
then Z - M, and Z - Nk have group inverses for all 0 Q k G ~0, and 
consequently we may define the associated spectral components 
2, = Z - (I - Mk)( Z - M,)# and zk = Z - (I - Nk)( Z - Nk)#. 
It now follows from (2.6)-(2.9) that for 0 < k ~2, 
Zk = Qdiag[Z,,O,O,O]QP’ = ik, 
while for k >A? 
Zk = Qdiag[Z,, Z,,O,O]Q-’ and & = Qdiag[Z,, Z,Y, Z,O]Q-I. (2.11) 
In particular, Z, = Q~ag[_l,,O,O,OlQ-’ and Z, = Qdiag[Z,, Z,,O,O]Q-‘. 
This means that B, = MkZk for all k >X. We may recap these facts in 
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COROLLARY 2.2. lf Bq’ converges to B,, then: 
(i) B, = BqL& for all k > 37 and B,# exist; 
(ii) 2, f Z, in general; 
(iii) B, commutes with B, Z - B, and (I - I?)#; 
(iv) R( I - Bz- ‘) c R( Z - B,) c R( Z - B), with equality throughout ifl 
(I - B)B, = 0; 
(v) RS( I - B,4-‘) c RS( I - B,:) c RS(I - B), with equality through- 
out ijjf(Z - B)B, = 0. 
It is easily seen that equalitv in (iv) and (v) exactly corresponds to the 
absence of F and 6. 
We note that part (i) shows that B, can be computed in a finite number 
of steps, if we count taking group inverses as just one step. 
The idempotency of B, can be checked by forming the sequence 
{M,(I - M&J k = 0, l,... . At k = 2 this should reduce to zero. 
Next let us relate the convergence of B” and Bff4 directly via the 
canonical forms given in (2.6)-(2.9). 
LEMMA 3. Let B E CtrXn. Then 
(i) B” + B, ifl [B’/& + B, and (I - B)B, = 01; 
(ii) Bk -+ B, ifi [Bq’ + B,, Bz = B, and R( I - B) c R( I - B,)]; 
(iii) Bk’/ + B, i jj- [BY” + B, = B,2 nnd R( I - B”) c R( 1 - B,)]. 
Proof. (i): If Bk converges, then clearly B’o does also, being a subse 
quence. Moreover, B = Q diadZ, H) Q-‘, where p(H) < 1. Hence B, = 
Q diag( I, 0) Q- ’ = Z,; It is now clear that (1 - B)B, = 0. 
Conversely, if BY converges, then from (2.6) and (2.8) we see that 
I - H = Q diag(O, 1 - F, I - G, I - H) Q-’ and 1 - B:‘- ’ = 
Qdiag(O,O,O, Z)Q-‘. Th is shows that if (I - B)B, = 0 then F = 1 and 
G = I, which cannot be, by assumption. In other words, F and G must be 
absent. and Bk converges. 
(ii): The necessity follows as in (i). On the other hand, if B, is idempo- 
tent then R( I - B) c R( 1 - B,) = R( 1 - Bzp ‘), and hence, by Corollary 
2.2(iv), we have (1 - B) B, = 0 and part (i) applies. 
(iii): If B, is idempotent, then G must be absent. In this case I - B” = 
Q diag(I, I - F”, I - Hq) Q-‘, while I - B, = Q diag(0, 0, 1) Q- ’ . Hence 
if R(I - BY) c R( 1 - B,), then we must have F” = I and Bk” converges. 
The converse is clear. ??
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For the case of real eigenvalues, as with Hermitian matrices, we may 
simplify the conditions considerably: 
COROLLARY 2.3. lf B has real eigenvalues, then 
B” converges i# -1 < A(B) < 1 with ind( 51) = 1. 
In particular, if B = B*, then the index condition can be dropped. 
Of considerable importance is the case where the limiting matrix is 
idempotent, which is necessary for the convergence of Bk or Bqk. 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
B’fk 
Let B E C,,,,, and suppose B has real eigenvalues and 
converges. Then B,” = B, iff either 
(a) - 1 E R(B) or 
(b) -1 E h(B) and q is even. 
Proof. By Corolltry 2.3 we may assyme that B = diag(I, -I, H ), where 
p(H) < 1. Then Bq = diag( I, (- 1>9 I, H4 >, which converges to B, = 
diag( 1, ( - 1)91,0>. The remaining part is clear. W 
If we rule out the eigenvalue .- 1, then we can sharpen the above: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf B E C,, ,, has real eigenvalues and - 1 G A(B), 
then Bqk converges if Bqk converges if B k converges. If so, the commn 
limit is idempotent. 
This in turn implies the following 
COROLLARY 2.6. lf B E @,x ,, has real eigenvalues, then 
B”’ -+ E = E” $f Bqk + F = F2. 
If so, E = F. 
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3. THE HYPERPOWER ITERATION-MAIN RESULTS 
We now come to our main result on the hyperpower iteration (1.1). 
THEOREM 2. Let IX,} and {Rk} b e sequences of matrices defined by 
( 1.1). Then the following are equivalent: 
( cu) X, converges; 
(p) (R(,V converges as N + m, and RS(X,) c RS(I - R,,). 
In that case, if lim X, = L nnd lim ( RO)‘I” = R,, we also have: 
(I - R,,)# exists; (3.la) 
x, = X0( I - R,)#( I - RX”). k = O,l,...; (3.lb) 
the limit 
L = X”( I - R,,)#( z - R,); (3.lc) 
R, = P( 1 - AL) is q-potent; 
XkZO = 0 for O<k<m; 
(:3.ld) 
(3.le) 
L( I - R;jli) = X,( I - R,), k = 0, 1,. . . ; (3.19 
RS( Z - P) c RS( Z - R,) c RS( I -- R,), R( I - R,) c R( I - R,,). 
(3%) 
Pror>f. Let W = Z - R,,, and suppose X, converge to a limit X, = L. 
Then R, = P(I - AX,) converges also, to a limit R, = P{l - AL), and 
necessarily R, = PR,. By Lemma 1, this means that (Ra)4 converges as 
k -+ x. This in turn tells us via (2.6) and (2.8) that 
R,, = 0 diag( I, F, G, H) Q-’ and R, = Qdiag(I, I,n,O) Q-‘, (3.2) 
where p(H) < 1 and F, G are diagonal matrices with diagonal entries from 
is1 \ (11 with M = (q - l)q z and fiq-i = I. Moreover W# and (I - Ri># 
both exist, which we now exploit. 
For suppose X, = X, .Y(q k - 1) + L. Then X,W -+ LW. On the other 
hand, by Lemma 1, X,W = X,,[ I - Rz’], which converges to X,(Z - R,). 
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X0( I- R,) = LW, (3.3) 
which yields (3.H) with k = 0. Setting D = diag(F, G), let us now actually 
sum the geometric progression and write 
X, = XOs(qk - 1) = X,Qdiag(q’I,, ifiDi, iFoHi) Q-‘. 
Next we partition Y = X,Q conformally as 
Y, : 
[. 1 Y,j Y' Y, : 
and compute 
X,0 = (W)Q-'~(qk - 1)Q = 
qkyl ; 
= qkY, ; M' I .I qky, : 
‘Y, : 
Yz ; Y’ 
Y, : . . I qkI, 1 [ .I 0 :M 0 * 
for some matrices Y’, M and M'. Now q kYi can converge only if Yi = 0, 
i = 1,2,3, and thus we see that X, has the form 
0, : 
X” = 0 ; X’ Q-l, 
[. I 0 . 
which means that 
X”Z” = 0. (3.4) 
In other words, X,, = X,WW# or RSCXJ c RSCW 1. 
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To get the actual limit, we can proceed by using (2.2), X, = X,W #[ 1 - 
R;(‘], from which we see, on letting k approach infinity, that the limit 
becomes L = X,W#( I - R,), or in block form 
L =X,,Qdiag[O,,O,Y,(I - C))l(I - C”‘),(Z -H))‘] Q-l3 
where N >x. 
Conversely, suppose Rzk converges and that RS(X,) G RS(W). Then 
Corollary 2.2 guarantees that W# exists, and hence by (2.2) we arrive at 
X, = X,,W#( I - Ri’) in which R;l’ 4 R,. And so not only does X, -+ 
X,,W#( 1 - R,) = L, but also X,(Z -. R,) = L( I - Ri’). Lastly, it is clear 
that (I - P)R, = (I - P)(Z - P + PAL) = I - P. The remaining state- 
ments follow from Corollary 2.2. This completes the proof. ??
To illustrate the hyperpower method, suppose A = 1, P = 1, and R,, = 
uz;, where uq-’ = 1 = ~9” and u # 1 # o. Then X, = 1 - R,, UC # 1, and 
the iteration ~(4) gives X, = X,(1 - UU)-‘(1 - R;i’). Now Ri’ = u for all 
k >x, and hence X, converges to L = X,,(l - u)/(l - ~2;) = 1 - 11. How- 
ever, the conditions of (3.6) in [13] do not hold. 
Let us now examine the consequences of Theorem 2. If we examine this 
theorem, we see that there are six interrelated parameters A, P, R,,, X,,, L, 
and R,, as well as three types of convergence. Needless to say, we may 
consider P, A, and X, as basic input parameters which determine R,, and 
hence R, and L. Our aim therefore is to give n priori necessary and 
sufficient conditions on P, A, X, which will guarantee convergence of X, 
and moreover tell us what type of limit to expect. The catch with this 
proposition is that the limits R, and L are closely related, and that only in 
the simpler cases one can break the cyclic dependency and express L without 
using R,. This of course is a consequence of!he fact:hat even though R, is 
directly expressible in terms of R,, ;IS R, = iTT,( R,,)“’ , this is not very us&l 
for deriving equivalent conditions. 
On the other hand, we can also ask for n pmterior-i conditions on L, 
which ask the question: given a relation between L and some of the input 
parameters, what does it say about the convergence? 
Some of these choices of predetermined parameters will be used in the 
examples given in Section 4. 
We start by giving necessaT and sufficient conditions for the matrix 
IV = 1 - R,, to have a group inverse and then proceed to give additional 
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identities that relate the two limits L and R,. These will subsequently be 
used in our search for generalized inverses. 
LEMMA 4. Zf P2 = P, then (I - P + PS)# exists if (PSP)# exists. In 
that case 
(I - P + PS)# = (PSP)# - (PSP)#PS( z - P) + z - P 
+[z - (PSP)(PSP)#]PS(Z - P), (3.5a) 
(I - P)( z - P + PS)# = z - P, (3.5b) 
(I - P + PS)#P = (PSP)#P = (PSP)#, (3.5c) 
P( z - P + PS)# = (I - P + PS)# + z - P, (3.5d) 
PS( Z - P + PS)# = (PSP)( PSP)# + [l - (PSP)( PSP)#] PS, (3.5e) 
(I - P + PS)( z - P + PS)# = (PSP)( PSP)# + z - P 
+ [I - (PSP)( PSP)#] PS. (3.5f-) 
Proof. We may without loss of generality assume that 
p= z O 
[ I s, s3 0 0 and s = s, s, [ 1 
and use Theorem 1 of [7]. Related results were given in [6]. For example, if 
we select P = AA?, then PA = A and the convergence of X, requires that 
I - R,, = AX, + I - AA’ must have a group inverse. In other words, 
(AX, AA+)#, or equivalently, ( AX,, A># must exist. ??
If we combine Lemma 2 and Lemma 3(i), we can relate hyperconver- 
gence with convergence, and break the cyclic dependency. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. The following ure equivalent: 
(i) X, converges to some limit L, Rk converges to R,, and WR, = 0. 
(ii) Ri converges and X,2, = 0. 
(iii) Rk converges and X, converges to some limit L, in which case 
L=X,W# and LW = X,. (3.6) 
Proof. (i) j (ii): By Theorem 2, RZ;’ converges, W# exists and X,Z,, = 
0, Hence if WR, = 0, we conclude from Lemma 3(i) that Ri also converges. 
(ii> * (i): If Ri converges, then RI converges, and thus by Lemma 3(i), 
WR, = 0. Moreover, W# exists, and hence X, Z,, = 0 implies that RS( X,,) 
G RS(W ), ensuring that X, converges. It is clear that (i) and (ii) imply (iii). 
Conversely, if X, converges, then by Theorem 2, W# exists and X,Z,, = 0. 
Hence (ii) holds. 
If any of the above conditions hold, then the convergence of Rt ensures 
that R, = R; = Z,, and thus L = X,,W#(Z - Z,) = X,W#. Lastly, LW = 
X,,WW” = X,, as desired. ??
Let us now give several additional identities relating the two limits L and 
R,, given convergence of X,. These will b e used in the remaining lemmata, 
and most involve the governing matrix E = PAL. 
Since R, = P(Z - E) = P - E and PAX, = (P - I) + W it is easily 
seen with aid of (3.1) that 
R, - R; = El’ - E”. 
R, - R,P = El’ - E. 
R,E= R,P - R: = E( I - E) 
LR,= X,,W#(Z - R,)R, = LP - LE. 
L - LPAL = X,W#( I - 
‘Ilese lead to 




: R,PAL, C3.7c) 
(3.7d) 
R,)( R, + 1 - P). (3.7e) 
R, = R? e EP=E”o LR, = 0 e LP = LE, (3.8a) 
E”=E: * R,E=O e R:=R,P 0 R: = R, = R,P. 
(3.8b) 
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Proof. (3.b): Since PALR, = EP - E2, it is clear that LR, = 0 implies 
that EP = E’. The remaining parts follow from (3.7). 
(3.8b): The first three implications come from (3.7~). Suppose now that 
E2 = E and hence R: = R, P. This means that R? = R, P for all k > 2 and 
hence R, = Rz = R,P = R& as desired. The converse is clear. ??
We now use this in 
LEMMA 6. The following are equivalent: 
(cx) (i) X, -+ L, (ii) E2 = E, (iii) R( PAX,) G R(PAL); 
( P> 6) Ri + R,, (ii) RS( X,) c RS(W ), (iii) R, P = R,. 
Proof. Suppose (a) hold. Th en ( p Xii) follows from Theorem 2, while 
( P )(iii> is a consequence of (3.8b). Now because E” = E we have Rz = 
R, and (a)(iii) may be written as EPAX, = PAX,, which becomes (P - 
R,)( P - R,) = P - R, and simplifies with the aid of ( @xiii) to R,R, = 
R, P = R,. Now on account of Lemma 3 we may conclude that ( /3)(i) also 
holds. 
Conversely, suppose ( 0) holds. Then ( PXi) and ( /3 Xii> imply that X, 
converges, and R, = 2, = Ri. Consequently Lemma 5 applies, and E is 
idempotent. Lastly, the convergence of Rk ensures, by Lemma 3, that 
R,(Z - R,) = 0, which again yields E(P - R,) = P - R,, and thus (cuxiii) 
follows. ??
Again the condition R, P = R, cannot be checked beforehand, unless we 
have detailed peripheral information about R,. 
There are two special cases where E is idempotent, namely where L is an 
inner or an outer inverse of PA. These cases we now examine. 
LEMMA 7. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X, + L and L = (PA)-; 
( P) (i> R/j + R,, (ii) RS(X,) G RS(W), (iii) P(PA) G R(PAX, P). 
In that case Rz = R,, and LP is a reflexive inverse of PA. 
Proof. ( (~1 - ( P ): From Theorem 2, we recall that the convergence of 
X, ensures that R@ converges and ( P>(ii) holds. Furthermore, L = (PA)- 
is equivalent to R-PA = 0 and implies that E = PAL is idempotent in 
addition to LP = (PA)-. Hence Lemma 5 holds and Ri = R, = R-P, 
ensuring that R,R, = R,(P - PAX,) = R,. A final application of Lemma 
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3(i) guarantees that Rk converges. Next by Corollary 3.1, L = X,W#, and 
thus PA = PALPAP = PAX,W#PA. By Lemma 4 this equals 
(PAX,P)(PAX,P)#PA, which means that R(PA) G R(PAX,,F). 
( /?> * (a): Clearly if Ri converges to R,, so does R” . The rowspace 
condition ( p X’ > li now shows via Theorem 2 that X, + L. Moreover. since 
R, equals Z,,, it must be idempotent. By Corollary 3.1, L = X,,W#, and thus 
by Lemma 4, PALPA = PAX,W #PA = PS(Z - P + PS)#PA = 
( PSP)(PSP)#PA, where S = AX,. From ( @xiii) this equals P.4, completing 
the proof. Needless to say, if (Y aI;d P hold then PALPA = PA and clearly 
LP = (PA)-. On the other hand, since R, is idempotent, it follows from 
(3.7e) that LP - LP( PA)LP = X,,W#(Z - RJR, + Z - P)P = 0, estd- 
lishing that LP is an outer inverse of PA as well. ??
REMARKS. 
(i) It should be noted that the a priori conditions of ( /3) only involve the 
three basic parameters P, A, and X,, and so, at least in theory, can be 
satisfied beforehand. 
(ii) Lemma 7 shows that the hyperpower iteration cannot converge to an 
inner inverse of PA, without the powers Rt converging. This is somewhat 
surprising. The hyperpower iteration will of course still converge much f&Jr 
that the power iteration. 
L,et us next turn to the case where L required to be just an outer inverse, 
(PA) of’ PA. 
LEMMA 8. The f&wing nw eyhxdent: 
(a) X, + + and L = (PA)^. 
( /3) (i) R# sonverges, (ii) HS(X,,) c RS(W), (iii) 0 = X,,W#( 1 - P). 
(i\,) Rz = R,P. 
Proof. (a) * ( /3): If (cz) holds, then Th eorem 2 ensures that the first 
two conditions ( p Xi)-(ii) are valid. Now by (3.8b) (PAL)” = PAL exactl! 
when ( p)(iv) h o s and hence from (3.7e), we see that 0 = L - LPAL, = Id’,
X,,W#(Z - R,)(R, + Z - P) = X,,W#(Z - P). 
(/3) * (a): Again, Th eorem 2 takes care of convergence of X,. Sup- 
pose now that X, --+ L. Then again (3.7e) gives L - LAPL = X,,W”(Z - 
R,)( R, + 1 - P), which vanishes by ( 0 )(iii)-(iv). 
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REMARK. 
(i) Condition ( pxiv) cannot really be checked beforehand, unless we 
know the peripheral eigenvalues of R, in detail. 
(ii) We could replace ( P Xiii) by R( PA) c R( PAL), but this suffers from 
the same shortcoming. 
Let us now in turn assume that X, and Ri converge and see what a 
priori conditions on the parameters P, A, and X, suffice for L to be an 
outer inverse of PA. 
LEMMA 9. Zf X, converges, then L = (PA)” is an outer inverse of PA 
exactly when R,P = Rz and X,W#( Z - P) = 0, in which case LP = L and 
L is an outer inverse of A. 
Proof. If L = (PA)*, then E = PAL is idempotent and (3.8) holds. We 
then see from (3.7e) that 0 = L - LPAL = X,W#(Z - R,)( R, + Z - P> = 
X,W#( Z - P>. The converse also follows from (3.7e). Indeed, if R,P = 
Rt, then by Lemma 5, E2 = E. Consequently, L - LPAL = X,W#(Z - 
R,X R, + Z - P>, which vanishes on account of (3.8). ??
If we strengthen our assumptions, and select our input parameters P, A, 
and X, so that Rk converges, then we can give checkable sufficient a priori 
conditions that will ensure that X, + (PA) . 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf Ri converges, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X, + (PA)^. 
(p) Onehm 
RS( X,) c RS( W), (3.9a) 
X,(W)“( z - P) = 0. (3.9b) 
In that case, R,P = R& LP = L, and L is an outer inverse of A. 
Proof. (~2) j (p): Cl early (3.9a) follows from Theorem 2, while (3.9b) 
follows as in Lemma 9. 
( p> j ((Y): It is evident that X, converges. By Corollary 3.1, L = X,W# 
and so setting R, = 2, is (3.7e) gi ves L - LPAL = X,W#(P - I) = 0. 
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REMARKS. The conditions of ( p ) could, in principle, be checked before- 
hand. 
If X, converges, then W is invertible exactly when Z,, = 0 or when 
RS(P) c RS(W). In this case LW = X, and L = X,W-‘, which again is 
independent of R,. The most convenient case is to select R, such that 
p(R,) < 1. Indeed in conclusion let us next obtain conditions on the input 
parameters P, A, and X, which force Ri to converge to zero. 
LEMMA 10. For the iteration rr(9) the jXowing are equivalent: 
(i) p(R,) < 1. 
(ii) X, converges to a limit L, which satisfies P = PAL. 
(iii) X, converges, and R, conoerges to zero. 
In any (>f these cases 2, = 0, RS( P) c RS(W), and L = X,W-I. In addi- 
tion, 
if YW = X,, then Y = L (3.1Oa) 
and 
if LP = L then LAX, = X,,. (3.1Ob) 
Proof. (i) * (ij): X, = X,%‘(yk - 1) + X,,W-’ = L. Now Ri + 0 im- 
plies that R, = Rx + R, = 0 and hence P(Z - AX,) = R, + R, = 0, i.e. 
P = PAL. 
(ii) j (i): R, = P( Z - AX,) + P( Z - AL) = 0, and so by Corollary 2.1 
we have p(R,) < 1. 
(ii) e (iii): It is clear that P = P,4L iff R, = 0. 
If the above hold, then L = X,W#( Z - R,) = X,W-‘. Clearly if Y(Z - 
P + PAX,,) = X,, then Y = X,W-’ = L. Lastly, if LP = I, then X,, = 
LW = L( Z - P + PAX) = LPAX,,. ??
4. EXAMPLES 
Let us now apply the above to some of the examples that have appeared 
in the literature [9, 10, 151. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let P = AA+. If we want X, to converge to L = At, then 
P = PAL, and hence by Lemma 10 we must have &AA+ - AX,) < 1. 
Moreover, as AtP = At, we also must satisfy the necessary condition AtAX, 
= At, i.e. R( X,) 5 R( A*). These two conditions conversely guarantee, by 
Lemma 10, that X, will converge and that its limit will be At. Indeed, since 
AtW = At(Z - AAt - AX,) = X,, we may conclude that L = At. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let P = AAD. If X, + L = AD, then P = PAL holds 
automatically. Hence by Lemma 10 we must have p[ AAo(Z - AX,)] < 1. 
Also, since LP = L, it is necessary that ADAX, = X,, i.e. R(X,) c R( AD>. 
These conditions imply that PAL = P and AD[ Z - AAD(Z - AX,)] = X0, 
and hence are also sufficient, by Lemma 10, for X, to converge to AD. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let P = 1. From Lemma 7 we see that X, + A- iff Ri 
converges and RS(X,) = RS( AX,). Th e remaining conditions trivially hold, 
and the limit is actually a l-2 inverse of A. As pointed out earlier, when 
P = I, the hyperpower iteration cannot converge to an inner inverse of A 
without the powers Rf; converging. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let L = At and P = I. Again hyperconvergence requires 
power convergence. 
Case (a). From Lemma 10(i) we see that if p(Z - AX,) < 1 then X, 
converges to a limit L which satisfies PAL = P, i.e. AL = Z and L = A-l. 
Conversely, if X, is to converge to A- ‘, then automatically PAL = P, and 
we only need that p( Z - AX,) < 1. 
Case (b). If we only assume that Ri converges, we see from Corollary 
3.1, that X, converges to At, iff 
AtAX, = X, and A’[ Z - AX,( AX,)#] = 0. (4-I) 
These conditions reduce to 
R( X,) c R( A*) and At = X,( AX,)#. (4.2) 
A well-known choice [4] for X, is X, = PA*, where the scalar p > 0 is 
selected so that Ri = (I - /?AA*jk converges. This happens precisely when 
/3 < 2/a;(A). If /3 = 2/$(A), on the other hand, then the iteration 
diverges. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let p = 2, A = 1, X, = 2, and R,, = - 1. Then Rx’ 
converges to R, = (- l)“, and X, = 1 - (- 1)” -+ L = 1 - (- l>q. How- 
ever Ri does not converge. Hence by Lemma 7, L cannot be an inner 
inverse of A. On the other hand, if R: = (- 1)“” = (- 1)” = R,, i.e. if y is 
even, then by Lemma 8, L is an outer inverse of A. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let P = AY( AY )‘, L = Y(AY )‘, for some Y and any 
reflexive inverse (a)‘. We begin by noting that LP = L, L(Z - Z’ + PAX,,) = 
LAX,,, and P = PAL. Now since R,, = P(Z - AX,,), we know by Lemma 10 
that 
X, + L iff p(R,) < 1 and Y(AY)+AX,, =X,,, (4.3) 
in which case X, = Y( AY )‘( Z - Rzk). 
A special case of this was given by Mijnch 191, who used 
XL+1 = Xk[ Z + (I - AX,) + ... +( Z - AXk)‘-.‘] (4.4) 
with P = AY( AY )+ and X, = pY( AY )*. Indeed, this may be cast into the 
form of rr(q) with R, = P( Z - AX,), since X, = X,VX, for some V, 
X, = X, P, and PAX, = AX,. Moreover, in this case R, = AY(AY )+ - 
PAY( AY )*. In particular, if we set Y = Z and X, = PA*, then L = At and 
X, = j?A*(Z + R, + *** +Rgkp’) = At(Z - Rik), where R,, = AAt - AX0 
= AA’ - pAA*. This gi ves result very similar to those of Example 4. 
EXAMPLE 7. Let P = AA,, X, = /3At with p > 0 and t 2 ind( A). This 
time X, converges iff Rf = ( AAD - PA’+ ‘)Yi\ converges and RS(X,) G 
RS( Z - R,,). Now RS( PAt) = RS( A”), since t > ind( A), and also Z - R,, 
= fjAt+’ + Z - AAD, which is invertible with inverse (l/P)Att ’ + Z - 
ADA. Hence the range condition is satisfied, and the limit becomes X, = 
X0( PAt+ i + Z - AAD)-’ = AD. Since ADAAf = A’ for our values of t, we 
may now apply Lemma 10 with L = A . I1 This shows that actually X, 
converges to AD exactly when p( R,) < 1. 
Lastly, in order to deal with the convergence question, suppose 
A=Q ; ; Q-‘, 
[ 1 
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where U is invertible and N is nilpotent. Then R, reduces to 
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I-puk+’ 0 9[ 0 o]Q-’ 
and we thus need that p( I - pUk’ ‘) < 1. Since the eigenvalues of this 
matrix can never be equal to one, it suffices to select 11 - pAi+ ‘1 < 1, where 
hi is a nonzero eigenvalue of A. We note in passing that the advantage of 
using X, = PAt is that then PX, = X, = X,P and PXk = Xk = Xk P. Hence 
X, R, = X, P( Z - AX,) = XkTk where Tk = Z - AX,. In other words, we 
are really iterating using Schultz’s method with 4 = 2: Xk+ r = Xk( Z + Tk), 
Tk = Z - k&, with X, = PAt and t > ind( A). 
We wish to than the referee for his valuable suggestion leading to an 
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